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1. Automatically refresh
websites at a specific time
interval. 2. Monitor changes on
any website using the built-in
monitoring tool. 3. Save any
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website into a scrapbook, quick
links list or the clipboard. 4.
Schedule regular or specific web
refreshes. 5. Include or exclude
webpages based on the domain
and category. 6. Control the
refresh level of websites from
0-5. 7. Download & save pages
for later. 8. Re-index all website
pages. 9. Filter browser tabs by
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website. 10. Automatically open
sites. 11. Increase or decrease
the period of the time interval.
12. Monitor the PC via remote
desktop or keyboard. 13.
Optional monitor of shared
folders using Filemon or Svmon.
14. PC reminder. 15. Control if
the PC should wake up after
being idle. 16. Choose between
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notification sounds for
activation and deactivation. 17.
Wake up PC by WOL signal in
order to turn it on/off. 18.
Power management. 19. Switch
between automatic and manual
setting. 20. Send error message
to you by email. 21. Send error
message to you by sms. 22. Send
error message to you by message
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window. 23. Schedule
maintenance tasks (screenshot
grabber, auto indexing, etc.) 24.
Save the setting to profile as a
start up item. 25. Add a shortcut
to the desktop. 26. Add to
context menu. 27. Run the
program when the computer is
turned on. 28. Set the minimum
and maximum speed for the
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network connection. 29. Set a
timer for the computer to go
back to sleep. 30. Set a timer for
the computer to wake up. 31. Set
a timer for the computer to turn
off the screen. 32. Optionally
start the program as a service in
the background. 33. Optionally
start the program as a scheduled
task. 34. Add/Delete website
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categories. 35. Optionally start
the program as a startup
application. 36. Optionally start
the program as a system tray
application. 37. Schedule the
start time of the program. 38.
Optionally start the program at
the specified time. 39.
Optionally start the program in
the specified network area. 40.
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Change the image of the
program. 41. Remove the
program's icon from the system
tray area.
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It is a powerful and easy-to-use
macro recorder. It records any
actions performed on the
keyboard in any of the
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supported applications. It works
with more than 30 keystroke
recording and editing
commands. It also helps with
creation and editing of desktop
shortcuts, shell aliases, and other
elements of standard PC start
menu and registry. VisiCalc
PRO-ViewDescription: VisiCalc
PRO-View is a VisiCalc PRO
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edition for the VisiCalc X2
series. The purpose of the
program is to enhance VisiCalc
applications with additional
features. Webmaster Tools PROPortal Description: This is a
client designed to manage the
websites of your customers. It
allows you to monitor, manage
and synchronize your websites in
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a single interface. Dice Roller
Description: This utility allows
you to roll dice. You can roll 3,
4, 6, 12 and 24 dice. You can
also edit the dice numbers, as
well as add new numbers. You
can sort the dice based on the
number. You can also set dice to
auto roll, random, or repeat.
Desktop Notifier PRO11 / 36

Application Description: This is
a desktop notification utility that
allows you to display a message
on the desktop of your PC when
specified events happen. The
messages are displayed for 10,
30, 60, and 90 days, and it is
possible to select the days when
you want to receive
notifications. It comes with two
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easy-to-use timers, and you can
choose which user accounts they
will belong to. Monitor Wizard
Description: This application
will help you monitor and
automatically update your PC
and servers. It will run in the
background and notify you when
a new program or Windows
Service is started, or if a service
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has a service pack installed. PCClean Description: PC Clean is a
program that allows you to easily
remove temporary files, large
files and optimize the registry.
You can remove any file
(including email attachments),
large files (pictures, video,
music, etc.) and optimize the
registry using either Registry
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Scanner Pro or Registry
TuneUp. Permissions History
Description: With this software,
you can check what you've
granted permissions to during
the life of your PC. It will list all
the programs, the OS versions,
the Windows versions and their
dates of creation or last update.
Handy Backup Description:
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Handy Backup is a software that
allows you to back up and
restore files. It supports
77a5ca646e
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Visitors cannot get enough of
your web sites. You keep
thinking how to make your sites
more popular and famous. The
problem is that you have no
money to do this. Is that a
problem? Of course not. Just
imagine that you have a huge
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collection of the most popular
sites on the internet and the
visitors of your web site keep
coming to your sites every few
minutes. Your sites would
become extremely famous! Our
tool is here to make your sites
more popular and famous. With
our tool it is very easy to get a
very big number of visitors to
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your web site and keep them
coming back every few minutes.
It is almost impossible to put
into words how popular your
sites would become if you could
offer them for free to many
visitors! Refresher PRO is easy
to use. If you are new to this
program or this method and
have no idea how to work with
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any program, this program will
do everything for you. Just keep
one thing in mind. We are giving
you the tool, but not the ability
to use it. You will have to do the
rest yourself. We just created
this program so you could make
your sites popular and famous.
So what will you need in order
to make your sites popular and
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famous? Not much. You will
need a computer with internet
access and of course, a browser.
That is it. Now you can simply
start using this program with no
prior experience, and watch your
sites become popular and
famous very quickly. So, why
pay for expensive services and
software when you can use the
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internet to make your sites
popular and famous and get
thousands of visitors to your web
sites at no charge? Refresher
PRO is 100% safe. Most of the
services and software on the
internet are only safe, because
they give you the impression
they are safe. However, when
you use them, you are opening
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yourself up to a huge number of
potential problems. Some of
these potential problems include
viruses, theft, popups and
advertisements. By using
Refresher PRO, you can rest
easy knowing that we have
removed all of these problems
for you. Refresher PRO works
by accessing your selected site
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and grabbing all of the data from
it. Using this data, it then turns it
into a "resurrected" (in our case
- "Refreshed") site. All the data
is then transferred to the local
storage (a standard folder on
your hard
What's New In Refresher PRO?

Refresher PRO is a utility
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developed to automatically
refresh websites at a specific
time interval. It includes a few
other useful options as well,
such as website grabber and
website cycler. The interface
features a web browser for
navigating sites to include in the
refresher. It is possible to enable
a monitoring tool for changes
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(any, continual, text added or
removed) and copy them. In
addition, it is possible to activate
dual-pane view mode, beep,
sound, popup, email and SMS
notifications, write down the
number of visits, cycle through
websites on a time interval, as
well as add pages to a scrapbook
or quick links list. Extra tools of
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Refresher PRO revolve around
IP addresses, power
management timer, PC
reminder, screenshot grabber,
HTML editor, color picker,
Wake-On-LAN signals,
keyboard macro recorder, popup manager, and others. As far
as program settings are
concerned, you can specify the
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homepage for single and dualpane browser mode, establish
the search engine for the quick
search box, ask Refresher PRO
to block images and minimize to
the system tray area, and more.
Refresher PRO does not burden
the computer's overall
performance, since it uses low
CPU and RAM. It has a good
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response time and works
smoothly. We haven't come
across any issues in our tests,
since the utility did not hang or
crash. Its interface could use a
little more work when it comes
to appearance and menus
organization. Other than that,
Refresher PRO should satisfy all
types of users, thanks to its
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standard and advanced settings.
2.15 MB Programming
Languages Software
Description: Cleanwebservice is
a clean web tool. Easily access
your web site from mobile and
computer. You can have this
service running 24 hours and
every hour the service will check
your web site and remove any
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duplicate pages. If you find
duplicate pages, you can add
them to your own website.
Cleanwebservice web crawler
also has a built in redirector
service, that will redirect web
site traffic to another web site.
You can also make sure that you
are not being linked to a website
that is sending out spam.
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Ipswitch Cleanwebservice is
supported on Windows, Linux
and Unix systems. Software
Description: PageDown
simplifies the design and
publication process for eBooks
and electronic magazines in
HTML format. It is a complete
HTML editor for documents,
websites and books, which
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enables simple and efficient web
publishing in HTML. PageDown
can be installed and used as a
stand-alone editor (without
server) or as a server, which is
ideal for users who publish
content on their own websites.
PageDown works with every
major online host such as
GoDaddy, DreamHost, Media
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System Requirements For Refresher PRO:

OS: Windows 7 or higher
Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual Core
Memory: 1 GB RAM Storage:
20 GB available space Video:
NVIDIA GeForce 6600 or ATI
Radeon HD 2600 DirectX:
Version 9.0 Resolution: 1280 x
720 Game Modding: For the
34 / 36

best experience, ensure that your
game modding tools are updated
to their newest version.
Operating System:Windows 7 or
higherProcessor: 1.8 GHz Dual
CoreMemory: 1 GB
RAMStorage: 20 GB available
space
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